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Abstract: Nonalcoholic fatty liver disease (NAFLD) is often associated with dyslipidemia. Metabolic disequilibrium, 
resulting from being overweight and obesity, increases risk to cardiovascular system and chronic liver disease. 
Alanine aminotransferase (ALT), aspartate aminotransferase (AST) and gamma-glutamyl transferase (GGT) are stan-
dard clinical markers for liver injury. In this study, we examined association of body mass index (BMI) and meta-
bolic markers with serum ALT, AST and GGT activity in an overweight and obese Chinese population. A total of 421 
overweight and obese Chinese adults (211 males and 210 females) from The First Affiliated Hospital of Wenzhou 
Medical University were recruited in this study in 2014. All participants underwent anthropometric measures and 
phlebotomy after an overnight fast. Elevated ALT, AST and GGT levels were found in 17%, 5% and 24%, respectively. 
There were significant correlations between ALT and BMI, plasma triglycerides (TG), cholesterol, HDL and glucose, 
and between AST and plasma TG and cholesterol. GGT also correlated with plasma TG, cholesterol and glucose. 
The levels of ALT, AST and GGT could be predicted by BMI, plasma TG, cholesterol, HDL and glucose using the back 
propagation artificial neural network model (BP-ANN). These data suggest that abnormal metabolic markers could 
be used to monitor liver function to determine whether liver damage has occurred in overweight and obese indi-
viduals. This approach has clinical utility with respect to early scanning of liver injury or NAFLD based on routinely 
available metabolic data in overweight and obese population.
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Introduction

Non-alcoholic fatty liver disease (NAFLD) is a 
common, often “silent”, liver disease in which 
most people feel well and are not aware that 
they have ongoing liver injury. NAFLD is charac-
terized by an excessive accumulation of fat in 
hepatocytes. NAFLD pathology includes steato-
sis and nonalcoholic steatohepatitis (NASH). 
The occurrence of NAFLD is closely associated 
with obesity, metabolic syndrome, and dyslipid-
emia. The prevalence of NAFLD is estimated to 
be 67%-75% in obese individuals [1]. Given that 
obesity is increasing at an alarming rate in the 
general population, NAFLD is currently the third 

most common cause of liver transplantation. 
Although not all patients with NAFLD are obese, 
obesity is considered the most important risk 
factor [2]. Therefore, an early awareness of 
potential liver injury in an obese or overweight 
population is important.

The liver is the most important metabolic organ 
of the body, and is involved in regulating blood 
glucose, breaking down fat compounds and lip-
ids and degrading harmful substances and 
drugs. In the clinic, liver function is generally 
assessed by serum bilirubin, albumin, and liver 
enzymes [3]. Alanine aminotransferase (ALT), 
aspartate aminotransferase (AST) and gamma-
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glutamyl transferase (GGT) are the three most 
sensitive liver enzymes widely used as an indi-
cator of liver injury [4] including viral hepatitis 
and primary liver cancer [5-7]. These liver 
enzymes can be altered during metabolic dis-
ease. For instance, ALT participates in gluco-
neogenesis and helps catalyze alanine to 
α-keto-glutarate, making pyruvate and gluta-
mate [8] Elevated ALT has been demonstrated 
to be associated with occurrence of the meta-
bolic syndrome [9, 10]. Thus, the overweight 
and obese population, which has been growing 
worldwide, is at a higher risk for developing 
metabolic disease and, consequently, liver inju-
ry such as NAFLD, compared to healthy popula-
tion. Early detection and diagnosis of liver injury 
is required for effective management of those 
patients with potential liver disease.

The aim of the present study was to investigate 
the relationship between metabolic markers 
with biochemical markers for liver injury and to 
establish a model for predicting liver injury in a 
total of 421 overweight and obese Chinese 
subjects.

Subjects and methods

Subjects

A total of 421 overweight and obese Chinese 
adults (211 males and 210 females) from The 
First Affiliated Hospital of Wenzhou Medical 
University were recruited in this study in 2014. 
Subjects were categorized as overweight or 

Blood samples were collected into separation 
gel tubes for biochemical measurement. 
Biochemical indexes including ALT, AST, GGT, 
plasma triglyceride (TG), total cholesterol (CHO), 
HDL cholesterol (HDL-c), LDL cholesterol (LDL-
c), and fasting glucose (GLU) were determined 
using Hitachi 705/717 instrumentation.

Statistical analysis

The normal distribution was determined by 
One-Sample Kolmogorov-Smirnov Test. Statis- 
tical analysis was performed with Pearson and 
Spearman correlation for ALT, AST, GGT levels 
with all parameters and indexes. P-value<0.05 
was considered statistically significant.

BP-ANN prediction model

All 421 subjects were analyzed. The ALT, AST 
and GGT levels of every subject and relevantly 
correlated indexes were input into the BP-ANN 
model. The correlated metabolic indexes were 
selected as the input layer. The output layer 
included ALT, AST and GGT levels. The node 
numbers of hidden layer were based on the for-
mula of m n l a= + + , where m is the num-
ber of the nodes in the hidden layer, and n is 
the number of nodes in the input layer, l is the 
number of nodes in the output layer and a is a 
constant from 1 to 10 [11]. The transfer func-
tion of the hidden layer nodes was tansig, and 
the transfer function of the output layer nodes 
was purelin. The BP-ANN was established with 
the software Matlab R2011a.

Table 1. Characteristics of 421 subjects and One-Sample 
Kolmogorov-Smirnov (K-S) Test

Mean ± SD Minimum Maximum K-S Z Asymp.Sig. 
(2-tailed)

AGE 45.77 ± 11.22 22.00 81.00 1.81 0.003
BMI 26.39 ± 1.92 24.00 35.10 2.32 0.000
HEIGHT (cm) 165.98 ± 8.44 125.00 183.00 1.99 0.001
WEIGHT (kg) 72.81 ± 8.38 44.00 101.00 1.01 0.257
TG 1.99 ± 1.60 0.33 14.17 3.57 0.000
GLU 5.90 ± 1.14 4.40 17.00 4.57 0.000
LDL 2.88 ± 0.70 1.28 5.85 0.95 0.331
HDL 1.27 ± 0.29 0.69 2.21 1.92 0.001
CHO 4.96 ± 0.88 2.72 9.97 1.24 0.093
ALT 33.90 ± 21.86 4.00 137.00 3.12 0.000
AST 24.65 ± 9.14 10.00 83.00 2.48 0.000
GGT 50.92 ± 55.70 8.00 564.00 4.65 0.000

obese based on BMI>24. Indi- 
viduals were excluded from this 
study if they had significant exces-
sive alcohol consumption, hepati-
tis B, hepatitis C, iron overload or 
known diabetes. The study was 
approved by the Institutional Re- 
view Board of The First Affiliated 
Hospital of Wenzhou Medical 
University and conducted in accor-
dance with the Declaration of 
Helsinki. Informed written consent 
was obtained from all subjects, or 
his/her guardians consented on 
the behalf of the subject, before 
taking part in this study.

Measurements
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Results

Correlation between ALT, AST, GGT and meta-
bolic parameters in the overweight and obese 
Chinese population

A total of 421overweight and obese Chinese 
subjects were recruited in this study. Liver func-
tion index ALT, AST, GGT and metabolic param-
eters were assayed in all subjects. The charac-
teristics and One-Sample Kolmogorov-Smirnov 
Test are shown in Table 1 and the correlation 
analyses are shown in Table 2. ALT was associ-
ated with age, BMI, height, weight, TG, HDL and 
CHO. AST was associated with BMI, height, 
weight, TG and CHO, and GGT was associated 
with BMI, height, weight, TG, GLU, HDL and CHO 
(P<0.05). These results indicated that liver 
enzymes, ALT, AST and GGT, significantly corre-
lated with metabolic parameters, and ALT and 
GGT may represent more sensitive indexes for 
abnormal metabolism in overweight and obese 
Chinese adults.

BP-ANN prediction model of ALT, AST and GGT

Using the results of the Pearson correlation of 
ALT, AST and GGT levels with metabolic param-
eters, three BP-ANN models were developed. 1) 
Model-ALT selected age, BMI, height, weight, 

good fitness was indicated by following four val-
ues: mean square error (MSE), magnitude of 
the gradient, the number of validation checks, 
correlation coefficient, which are shown in 
Table 3. The predicted and measured profiles 
of ALT, AST and GGT in three models are respec-
tively shown in Figures 1-3.

Discussion

The overweight or obese population continues 
to increase at an alarming rate worldwide. 
Metabolic disorder associated with this popula-
tion not only likely increases risk for cardiovas-
cular complications, but also liver injury. In 
order to provide early detection of patients with 
higher risk for liver disease we need to estab-
lish and expand the correlation studies between 
metabolic and liver injury markers. In the pres-
ent study we investigated the correlation 
between three liver enzyme levels and BMI and 
the other metabolic indexes that are involved in 
carbohydrate and lipid metabolism in a group 
of overweight and obese Chinese adults. Our 
results showed significant correlations among 
ALT, AST and GGT levels (P<0.001), and that 
elevated liver enzymes significantly correlated 
with metabolic indexes including BMI, plasma 
TG, CHO, HDL and GLU (P<0.05). ALT correlated 
with BMI, TG, HDL and CHO, AST correlated 

Table 2. Correlations of ALT, AST and GGT levels with physiological and biochemical parameters. 
Pearson’s and Spearman’s correlation coefficient (R) and the probability value of significance (P) are 
shown

AGE BMI Height Weight TG GLU LDL HDL CHO ALT AST GGT
ALT Correlation Coefficient -.165** .192** .262** .253* .289** 0.075 0.082 -.201** .140* 1 .750** .589**

Sig. (2-tailed) 0.001 0 0 0 0 0.122 0.093 0 0.004 . 0 0

AST Correlation Coefficient 0.02 .139** .149** .161* .181** 0.043 0.02 -0.026 .132* .750** 1 .465**

Sig. (2-tailed) 0.686 0.004 0.002 0.001 0 0.381 0.69 0.601 0.007 0 . 0

GGT Correlation Coefficient -0.019 .199** .341** .228* .448** .166** 0.053 -.127** .202* .589** .465** 1

Sig. (2-tailed) 0.701 0 0 0 0 0.001 0.278 0.009 0 0 0 .
*Pearson’s correlation coefficient. **Spearman’s correlation coefficient.

Table 3. The fitness index of the BP-ANN model of ALT, AST 
and GGT performed in 200 subjects
Index Model-ALT* Model-AST* Model-GGT*

Mean squared error 1.43×10-5 1.49×10-5 9.67×10-6

Magnitude of the gradient 3.66×10-3 4.01×10-4 2.21×10-4

Mu 1×10-5 1×10-4 1×10-3

Validation checks 0 0 0
Correlation coefficient (R) 1 0.99989 0.99987
*The input layer of Model-ALT consists of Age, BMI, Height, Weight, TG, 
HDL and CHO; Model-AST are BMI, Height, Weight, TG and CHO; Model-
GGT are BMI, Height, Weight, TG, GLU, HDL and CHO.

TG, HDL and CHO as input layer to pre-
dict ALT level. 2) Model-AST selected 
BMI, height, weight, TG and CHO as 
input layer to predict AST level. 3) 
Model-GGT selected BMI, height, wei- 
ght, TG, GLU, HDL and CHO as input 
layer to predict GGT level. The con-
structing parameters of three BP-ANN 
models were the same and the train-
ing epoch was set at 1000 replicas. 
After training, the sound prediction 
was determined from performing each 
of ALT, AST and GGT models, and the 
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with TG and CHO, and GGT correlated with TG, 
GLU, HDL and CHO (P<0.05). Importantly, the 
relative levels of ALT, AST and GGT can be pre-
dicted by BMI and metabolic parameters using 
our BP-ANN models.

ALT, AST and GGT are the three most sensitive 
liver enzymes routinely used for detecting liver 
injury and inflammation [4-7]. Elevated ALT has 
been shown to be associated with an occur-
rence of the metabolic syndrome [9, 10]. It has 
been observed that liver injury, such as NAFLD, 
occurs more frequently in overweight and 
obese individuals than in those with a normal 
BMI. However, the exact relationship between 
BMI and liver injury remains to be clearly 
defined. Reliable indicators of possible liver 
injury are critical for early detection and diagno-
sis of liver damage in overweight and obese 
individuals. Elevated serum ALT along with fat 
accumulation induce liver injury and are rou-

tinely used markers for screening NAFLD in the 
general population. In the present study, ALT, 
AST and GGT levels correlated with BMI and 
metabolic parameters in a group of overweight 
and obese Chinese adults. Our data favored 
using abnormal BMI or overweight/obese out-
look and including ALT in the lab tests as earlier 
indicators to initiate regular monitoring of liver 
injury.

Artificial neural networks are computational 
models inspired by a brain’s central nervous 
system that are capable of machine learning as 
well as pattern recognition. Back propagation is 
a common method of training artificial neural 
networks, which is used in conjunction with an 
optimization method such as gradient descent 
[12]. Its accuracy of prediction is largely deter-
mined by the correlation between input data 
and output data. The more relevant the vector 
factors are, which are selected for the input 

Figure 1. The Model-ALT prediction. The measured 
ALT concentrations (“+”) and predicted ALT concen-
trations (“o”) generated by Model-ALT in 200 sub-
jects (A), the best training performances reached the 
training goal only at Epoch 64 (B). The training goal 
was set at 1.5×10-5.

Figure 2. The Model-AST predication. The measured 
AST concentrations (“+”) and predicted AST concen-
trations (“o”) generated by Model-AST in 200 sub-
jects (A), the best training performances reached the 
training goal only at Epoch 749 (B). The training goal 
was set at 1.5×10-5.
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layer, then a higher accuracy of prediction will 
be generated in the BP-ANN model. In this 
study, the Model-ALT performed better than 
Model-AST and Model-GGT. Model-ALT reached 
a training goal at epoch 34, which was obvi-
ously shorter than Model-AST (epoch 346) and 
Model-GGT (epoch 85). The more vectors that 
are involved in the input layer then there will be 
a higher predicting efficiency of the model. 
Furthermore, the high predicting efficiency of 
Model-ALT clearly suggested that both incre- 
ased age and BMI were closely related to abnor-
mal ALT. Such correlation implies an alarming 
value of aging and abnormal BMI for liver injury, 
although they are not biochemical indexes, per 
se.

Conclusion and implication

Our results showed that ALT correlated with 
age, BMI, height, weight, TG, HDL and CHO. 

Thus, our data could likely provide physicians 
and patients with indicators of liver function to 
determine whether liver damage has occurred 
when dyslipidemia, and elevated BMI are 
noted. This method has clinical value with 
respect to early prediction of liver injury or 
NAFLD based on routinely available clinical and 
laboratory data in an overweight and obese 
population.
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